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The construction of buildings and structures relies on having a thorough
understanding of building materials. Without this knowledge it would not be
possible to build safe, efficient and long-lasting buildings, structures and
dwellings. Building materials in civil engineering provides an overview of the
complete range of building materials available to civil engineers and all those
involved in the building and construction industries. The book begins with an
introductory chapter describing the basic properties of building materials. Further
chapters cover the basic properties of building materials, air hardening cement
materials, cement, concrete, building mortar, wall and roof materials, construction
steel, wood, waterproof materials, building plastics, heat-insulating materials and
sound-absorbing materials and finishing materials. Each chapter includes a
series of questions, allowing readers to test the knowledge they have gained. A
detailed appendix gives information on the testing of building materials. With its
distinguished editor and eminent editorial committee, Building materials in civil
engineering is a standard introductory reference book on the complete range of
building materials. It is aimed at students of civil engineering, construction
engineering and allied courses including water supply and drainage engineering.
It also serves as a source of essential background information for engineers and
professionals in the civil engineering and construction sector. Provides an
overview of the complete range of building materials available to civil engineers
and all those involved in the building and construction industries Explores the
basic properties of building materials featuring air hardening cement materials,
wall and roof materials and sound-absorbing materials Each chapter includes a
series of questions, allowing readers to test the knowledge they have gained
Structural Engineering is a Book for Structural Diploma & Engineering Course, It
contains objective questions with underlined & bold correct answers MCQ
covering all topics including all about the latest & Important about Fundamentals
of Engineering Drawings, Construction and Civil Engineering Technology,
Structural Fundamentals, Soils and Foundations, Fluid Mechanics and
Hydraulics, Structural Analysis, Structural Design of Concrete, Structural Design
of Steel, Advanced Structural Design, Design and Computing, Structural
Engineering Design Project and lots more.
The book is the outcome of Author's experience gained while dealing with the
Manifold aspects of the topics covered both in the teaching as well as in the
practical fields.
Architecture Engineering is a simple e-Book for Architecture Diploma &
Engineering Course, Revised Syllabus in 2018, It contains objective questions
with underlined & bold correct answers MCQ covering all topics including all
about the latest & Important about Construction Project Management, Strength of
Material, Interior and Exterior Design, Foundation Design, Civil Draftsman and
Architecture, Building Constructions, Concrete Technology, Business
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Communication, Structural Engineering, Elective subject, Information
Technology, Architectural Designand lots more.
This book studies the correlation between technological knowledge and industrial
performance, with the focus on electricity, an emerging technology during 1880
and 1945.
?ABOUT THE BOOK: This book does not require any introduction now. we thank our readers
for entitling the book as best book ever written on “ hydraulics & fluid Mechanics” Unlike other
books the idea of the author was to clear the basic principles of & the student making it a
professional choice The book in this 22nd edition is entirely in SI Units and it has been
thoroughly revised in the light of the valuable suggestions received from the learned professors
and the students of the various Universities. Accordingly several new articles have been
added. The answers of all the illustrative examples and the problems have been checked and
corrected. Moreover, several new problems from the latest question papers of the different
Universities as well as competitive examinations have been incorporated. Thus it may be
emphatically stated that the book is complete in all respects and it covers the entire syllabus in
this subject for degree students in the different branches of engineering for almost all the
Universities. Therefore this Single Book fulfills the entire needs of the students intending to
appear at the various University Examinations and also for those intending to appear at the
various competitive examinations such as engineering services and the ICS examinations and
for those preparing for AMIE examinations. Unlike other books this book clears the basic
principles of the reader. ?OUTSTANDING FEATURES: Twenty nine chapters covering entire
subject matter of Fluid Mechanics, Hydraulics and Hydraulic Machines. SI Units used for the
entire book More than 200 multiple choice questions with answers Appendix containing
computer programs to solve problems of uniform and critical flows in open channels Ten
appendixes dealing with some important topics. Thank you readers for entitling the best book
ever written on hydraulics & fluid mechanics. ?RECOMMENDATIONS: A textbook for all
Engineering Branches, Competitive Examination, ICS, and AMIE Examinations In S.I Units For
Degree, Diploma and A.I.M.E. (India) Students and Practicing Civil Engineers. ?ABOUT THE
AUTHOR: By Dr. P.N. Modi B.E., M.E., Ph.D Former Professor of Civil Engineering, M.R.
Engineering College, (Now M.N.I.T), Jaipur Formerly Principal, Kautilya Institute of Technology
and Engineering, Jaipur & Dr. S.M. Seth B.E., M.E., M.I.E., Ph.D (Manchester) Former
Director, National Institute of Hydrology, Roorkee Presently Principal, Kautilya Institute of
Technology and Engineering, Jaipur ?BOOK DETAILS: ISBN: 978-81-89401-26-9 Pages: 1403
+ 16 Paperback Edition: 22nd, Year -2019 Size(cms): L-23.5 B-18 H-5.7 ?PUBLISHED BY:
STANDARD BOOK HOUSE Since 1960 Unit of Rajsons Publications Pvt Ltd Regd Office:
4262/3A Ground Floor Ansari Road Daryaganj New Delhi-110002 +91 011
43551185/43551085/43751128/23250212 Retail Office : 1705-A Nai Sarak Delhi-110006 011
23265506 Website: www.standardbookhouse.com A venture of Rajsons Group of Companies
First published in 1995, the award-winning Civil Engineering Handbook soon became known
as the field's definitive reference. To retain its standing as a complete, authoritative resource,
the editors have incorporated into this edition the many changes in techniques, tools, and
materials that over the last seven years have found their way into civil engineering research
and practice. The Civil Engineering Handbook, Second Edition is more comprehensive than
ever. You'll find new, updated, and expanded coverage in every section. In fact, more than 1/3
of the handbook is new or substantially revised. In particular you'll find increased focus on
computing reflecting the rapid advances in computer technology that has revolutionized many
aspects of civil engineering. You'll use it as a survey of the field, you'll use it to explore a
particular subject, but most of all you'll use The Civil Engineering Handbook to answer the
problems, questions, and conundrums you encounter in practice.
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This well recognized and established book, a companion volume to the author’s book on
Building Materials, explains the basics of building construction practices in an accessible style.
It discusses in detail every element of building construction from start to the finish—from site
preparation to provision of services (such as water supply, drainage and electricity supply).
Besides, the text describes acoustics and maintenance of buildings, which are important
considerations in building construction. This book is primarily designed as an introductory text
for undergraduate students of civil engineering as well as those pursuing diploma courses in
civil engineering and architecture. Practicing engineers and any person who has a keen
interest in the construction and maintenance of his/her own building will also find the book very
helpful.
5000 MCQ: Civil Engineering For UPSC GATE/PSUs Exams The first Edition of Civil
Engineering Contains nearly 5000 MCQs which focuses in-depth understanding of subjects at
basic and Advanced level which has been segregated topic wise to disseminate all kind of
exposure to Students in terms of quick learning and deep preparation. The topic-wise
segregation has been done to Align with contemporary competitive examination Pattern.
Attempt has been made to bring out all kind of probable competitive questions for the aspirants
preparing for GATE, PSUs and other exams. The content of this book ensures threshold Level
of learning and wide range of practice questions which is very much essential to boost the
exam time confidence level and ultimately to succeed in all prestigious engineer’s
examinations. It has been ensured to have broad coverage of Subjects at chapter level. While
preparing this book utmost care has been taken to cover all the chapters and variety of
concepts which may be asked in the exams. The solutions and answers provided are upto the
closest possible accuracy. The full efforts have been made by our team to provide error free
solutions and explanations. Dear Civil Engineering students, we provide Basic Civil
Engineering multiple choice questions and answers with explanation & civil objective type
questions mcqs download here. These are very important & Helpful for campus placement
test, semester exams, job interviews and competitive exams like GATE, IES, and PSU,
NET/SET/JRF, UPSC and diploma. Especially we are prepare for the Civil Engineering
freshers and experienced candidates, these model questions are asked in the online technical
test, Quiz and interview of many companies. These are also very important for your lab viva in
university exams like RTU, JNTU, Andhra, OU, Anna University, Pune, VTU, UPTU, CUSAT
etc.5000 MCQ: Civil Engineering For UPSC GATE/PSUs Exams
?ABOUT THE BOOK: After the First World War the importance of highways was felt and
realized. The concept of highway engineering has changed during the last two decades. The
thumb rule concept has become a thing of the past. With the increasing importance of
highways for the prosperity and integrity of the country and with the increasing cost of
construction and maintenance of highways, the trend of construction, planning and designing
has also changed. The Central Road Research Institute and P.W.D. research centers all over
the country have contributed a lot in the design, planning road user safety, construction and
economy etc. The present work is the outcome of author’s long association with the subject as
a teacher and as a student. Efforts have been made to present the subject matter in a very
lucid and comprehensive manner. The author does not claim any originality but sufficient pains
have been taken in compiling the work by consulting important works and Road Research
Journals. The subject matter is presented from the introduction so that the book may prove
useful to diploma and degree students as well as practising engineers. The book presents
acceptable theory and construction practices. Important topics such as bituminous roads,
stabilized earth roads, traffic engineering, pavement design and highway planning and
economics have been comprehensively dealt. Hill Roads including construction and layout of
tunnels have been given special emphasis. Airport engineering, though it is not a part of
highway engineering, has also been touched so as to introduce the subject matter. I take this
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opportunity to express my gratitude to Padamshri R.S. Gahlowt, Chairman and Managing
Director (Retd). Hindustan Steel Co. Ltd. for his valuable guidance, help and blessings and my
friend and colleague Shri G.S. Birdie, Consulting Engineer for the preparation of a large
number of drawings and consultations. Any suggestion for the improvement of the book in the
forthcoming editions will be thankfully acknowledged and welcomed. For errors or omissions
and constructive criticism from the readers and users are welcome. Allahabad T.D. AHUJA
2011 ?OUTSTANDING FEATURES: -Various designs of the Highway Engineering are based
on the latest IS Codes. -Several empirical methods of estimating. Evapotranspiration such as
modified penman method, hargreaves methods, modified blaney criddle method, etc., are
discussed. -Treatment of earthquake forces acting on gravity dams is thoroughly explained.
-Detailed discussion regarding the provision of water stops at the contraction joints in gravity
dams as per IS Codes is made. -Some aspects of financial analysis of a project are discussed
with planning for water resources development. -Number of design problems have been solved
in details. -Subject matter is supported by very good diagrams and illustrative examples. -A
large number of multiple choice questions with answers are given. ?RECOMMENDATIONS: A
textbook for all Engineering Branches, Competitive Examination, ICS, and AMIE Examinations
In S.I Units For Degree, Diploma and A.I.M.E. (India) Students and Practicing Civil Engineers
?ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Professor T.D. Ahuja (Director) Institute of Engineering and Rural
Technology, Allahabad ?PUBLISHED BY: STANDARD BOOK HOUSE Since 1960 Unit of
Rajsons Publications Pvt Ltd Regd Office: 4262/3A Ground Floor Ansari Road Daryaganj New
Delhi-110002 +91 011 43551185/43551085/43751128/23250212 Retail Office : 1705-A Nai
Sarak Delhi-110006 011 23265506 Website: www.standardbookhouse.com A venture of
Rajsons Group of Companies

This edition has been thoroughly revised and enlarged. It is still considered to be
a must for all those sitting Civil Engineering examinations.
Competition Science Vision (monthly magazine) is published by Pratiyogita
Darpan Group in India and is one of the best Science monthly magazines
available for medical entrance examination students in India. Well-qualified
professionals of Physics, Chemistry, Zoology and Botany make contributions to
this magazine and craft it with focus on providing complete and to-the-point study
material for aspiring candidates. The magazine covers General Knowledge,
Science and Technology news, Interviews of toppers of examinations, study
material of Physics, Chemistry, Zoology and Botany with model papers,
reasoning test questions, facts, quiz contest, general awareness and mental
ability test in every monthly issue.
About the book: Structural Engineering is a simple e-Book for Structural Diploma
& Engineering Course, Revised Syllabus in 2020, It contains objective questions
with underlined & bold correct answers MCQ covering all topics including all
about the latest & Important about Fundamentals of Engineering Drawings,
Construction and Civil Engineering Technology, Structural Fundamentals, Soils
and Foundations, Fluid Mechanics and Hydraulics, Structural Analysis, Structural
Design of Concrete, Structural Design of Steel, Advanced Structural Design,
Design and Computing, Structural Engineering Design Project and lots more.
About the author: MANOJ DOLE is an Engineer from reputed University. He is
currently working with Government Industrial Training- Institute as a lecturer from
last 12 Years. His interest include- Engineering Training Material, Invention &
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Engineering Practical- Knowledge etc.
This book comprises select papers from the International Conference on
Emerging Trends in Civil Engineering (ICETCE 2018). Latest research findings in
different branches of civil engineering such as structural engineering,
construction materials, geotechnical engineering, water resources engineering,
environmental engineering, and transportation infrastructure are covered in this
book. The book also gives an overview of emerging topics like smart materials
and structures, green building technologies, and intelligent transportation system.
The contents of this book will be beneficial for students, academicians,
industrialists and researchers working in the field of civil engineering.
The book includes the following chapters in details :Language of Chemistry,
Atomic Structure, The Periodic table and Atomic properties, Water, Chemical
Bonding, Solutions, Electrolysis, Environmental Chemistry ,Experiments
Elementary Engineering Hydrology is a textbook for undergraduate and diploma students of
civil engineering. It provides a comprehensive coverage of all the essential aspects of
hydrology. To make it easy for students to grasp the concepts, all important topics have been
divided into sub-topics, lending clarity to the subject matter. The text is interspersed with
numerous figures and tables, and a wide range of solved problems to illustrate the underlying
concepts and techniques effectively. Simple and comprehensible for beginners in the course,
this book also contains a host of additional information, by way of appendices, including India's
National Water Policy, water resources of India and also a guide to using survey maps. These
features of the book will make it an invaluable reference book for practicing engineers as well.
Mechanical Engineering is a simple e-Book for Mechanical Diploma & Engineering Course,
Revised Syllabus in 2018, It contains objective questions with underlined & bold correct
answers MCQ covering all topics including all about the latest & Important about Engineering
Physics, Applied Mechanics, Engineering Drawing/Graphics, Material Science, Mechanical
Drafting, Communication Skills, Basic Civil Engineering, Manufacturing Engineering, Fluid
Mechanics, Thermal Engineering, Thermodynamics Theory of Machines, Strength of Materials,
CADD, Applied Electronics and Electrical Engineering, Metrology and Instrumentation, CADD
(Computer Aided Machine Design and Drawing), Plant Maintenance and Safety, Thermal
Engineering, Computer Aided Manufacturing, Design of Machine Elements, Tool Engineering,
Manufacturing Engineering, Industrial Manufacturing, Industrial Design and lots more.
This report contains 27 papers that serve as a testament to the state-of-the-art of civil
engineering at the outset of the 21st century, as well as to commemorate the ASCE's
Sesquicentennial. Written by the leading practitioners, educators, and researchers of civil
engineering, each of these peer-reviewed papers explores a particular aspect of civil
engineering knowledge and practice. Each paper explores the development of a particular civil
engineering specialty, including milestones and future barriers, constraints, and opportunities.
The papers celebrate the history, heritage, and accomplishments of the profession in all facets
of practice, including construction facilities, special structures, engineering mechanics,
surveying and mapping, irrigation and water quality, forensics, computing, materials,
geotechnical engineering, hydraulic engineering, and transportation engineering. While each
paper is unique, collectively they provide a snapshot of the profession while offering thoughtful
predictions of likely developments in the years to come. Together the papers illuminate the
mounting complexity facing civil engineering stemming from rapid growth in scientific
knowledge, technological development, and human populations, especially in the last 50 years.
An overarching theme is the need for systems-level approaches and consideration from
undergraduate education through advanced engineering materials, processes, technologies,
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and design methods and tools. These papers speak to the need for civil engineers of all
specialties to recognize and embrace the growing interconnectedness of the global
infrastructure, economy, society, and the need to work for more sustainable, life-cycle-oriented
solutions. While embracing the past and the present, the papers collected here clearly have an
eye on the future needs of ASCE and the civil engineering profession.
This Civil Engineering Book is one-of-a-kind. This book is structured to raise the level of
expertise in Civil Engineering and to improve the competitiveness in the global markets. A civil
engineer is someone who applies scientific knowledge to improve infrastructure and common
utilities that meet basic human needs. Civil engineers plan, design and manage large
construction projects. This could include bridges, buildings,dams, tunnels, buildings, airports,
water and sewage systems, transport links and other major structures. They use computer
modelling software and data from surveys, tests and maps to create project blueprints. These
plans advise contractors on the best course of action and help minimise environmental impact
and risk. Buildings and bridges are often the first structures to come to mind, because they are
the most obvious engineering creations. But civil engineers are also responsible for less visible
creations and contributions. Every time we open a water faucet, we expect water to come out,
without thinking that civil engineers made it possible, in many cases by designing systems that
transport water to cities from mountain sources that are sometimes hundreds of miles away.
Civil engineering is one of the oldest and broadest engineering professions. It focuses on the
infrastructure necessary to support a civilized society. The Roman aqueducts, the great
European cathedrals, and the earliest metal bridges were built by highly skilled forerunners of
the modern civil engineer. These craftsmen of old relied on their intuition, trade skills, and
experience-based design rules, or heuristics, derived from years of trial and error experiments
but rarely passed on to the next generation. This book of Civil Engineering covers Below
Subjects ? FUNDAMENTALS ? BUILDING CONSTRUCTION ? CONCRETE TECHNOLOGY ?
CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING ? ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING ?
GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING ? GEOTHERMAL ENGINEERING ? HYDRAULICS ?
PAVEMENT ? STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING ? TRANSPORTATION ENGINEERING ?
MUNICIPAL SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT ?WATER RESOURCES ENGINEERING In
contrast, today's civil engineers bring to bear on these problems a knowledge of the physical
and natural sciences, mathematics, computational methods, economics, and project
management. Civil engineers design and construct buildings, transportation systems (such as
roads, tunnels, bridges, railroads, and airports), and facilities to manage and maintain the
quality of water resources. Society relies on civil engineers to maintain and advance human
health, safety, and our standard of living. Those projects that are vital to a community's survival
are often publicly funded to ensure that they get done, even where there is no clear or
immediate profit motive.
Popular Mechanics inspires, instructs and influences readers to help them master the modern
world. Whether it’s practical DIY home-improvement tips, gadgets and digital technology,
information on the newest cars or the latest breakthroughs in science -- PM is the ultimate
guide to our high-tech lifestyle.

Instant Access to Civil Engineering Formulas Fully updated and packed with more than
500 new formulas, this book offers a single compilation of all essential civil engineering
formulas and equations in one easy-to-use reference. Practical, accurate data is
presented in USCS and SI units for maximum convenience. Follow the calculation
procedures inside Civil Engineering Formulas, Second Edition, and get precise results
with minimum time and effort. Each chapter is a quick reference to a well-defined topic,
including: Beams and girders Columns Piles and piling Concrete structures Timber
engineering Surveying Soils and earthwork Building structures Bridges and suspension
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cables Highways and roads Hydraulics, drams, and waterworks Power-generation wind
turbines Stormwater Wastewater treatment Reinforced concrete Green buildings
Environmental protection
The increasing requirement for Junior Engineers/Technicians in PSUs has created a
large job opportunities for the diploma holders all over India. Every PSU conducts its
own qualifying exam based on the vacancies available for various positions such as
Junior Engineer and Technician. This series has been thoroughly updated to equip the
diploma engineers appearing for the exams of BHEL, BEL, GAIL, IOCL, HPCL, ONGC,
DMRC, DRDO, Railway, Staff Selection Commission and other diploma engineering
competitive examinations. It aids in fast revision through key notes such as terms,
definitions and formulae. The series also provides conceptual clarity to ease in
attempting questions. A vast collection of questions has been categorized under two
levels? questions for practice and previous years? questions of various PSU
examinations to give you a feel of the actual exam. Features ? Theory and key
concepts in a systematical manner ? Ample number of MCQs for practice in each
chapter ? Previous years? questions to familiarize you with the pattern and level of the
examination
The book is primarily intended for undergraduate and postgraduate students of civil
engineering. It is also useful for the students of AMIE and a diploma course in civil
engineering.The book is planned as a text for the first course in foundation engineering
and presents the principles and practices of selection and design of foundation for
structures in a simple and concise manner. Codal references have been given to
acquaint the students with prevalent methodologies adopted in practise in the country.
The book provides topics of wide interest such as machine foundation, foundation on
problematic soil and ground improvement techniques. A large number of solved
examples and multiple choice questions are included to help readers for easy
understanding of the principle of design and memorising important details for practical
application. The information contained in the book is also helpful for the scholars
pursuing research study and practicing engineers confronted in the field. Key Features
• Simple and systematic presentation of the subject matter.• A large number of solved
and unsolved problems for practice. • MCQs with answers to help students appearing
in competitive examinations—GATE, IES, IAS etc. • Annexure for ready references in
different allied engineering topics.
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